Data association and model selection are important factors for tracking multiple targets in a dense clutter environment. In this paper, we provide an effective solution to the tracking of multiple single-pixel maneuvering targets in a sequence of infrared images by developing an algorithm that combines a sequential probabilistic multiple hypothesis tracking (PMHT) and interacting multiple model (IMM). We explicitly model maneuver as a change in the target's motion model and demonstrate its effectiveness in our tracking application discussed in this paper. We show that inclusion of IMM enables tracking of any arbitrary trajectory in a sequence of infrared images without any a priori special information about the target dynamics. IMM allows us to incorporate different dynamic models for the targets and PMHT helps to avoid the uncertainty about the observation origin. It operates in an iterative mode using expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses observation association as missing data.
INTRODUCTION
Tracking of multiple moving targets in the presence of clutter has significance in surveillance, navigation, and military application. Various approaches have been proposed for multitarget tracking [1, 2] . The most popular filter used for tracking is the Kalman filter [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] because of its simplicity and since it is optimal estimate with linear and Gaussian model assumptions. The performance of a tracking algorithm depends on the data association method used for the observation to track assignment and the model selected to track the movement of a target. For data association, the most common method used is the nearest neighbor (NN) method [1] . The performance of the NN-based data association method degrades in a dense clutter environment. To avoid uncertainty about the origin of observation, joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) and multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) schemes have been developed [1] . In both these cases, the complexity of the algorithm increases with the increase in the number of observations and the number of targets, as both techniques involve formation and evaluation of all the possible data association events. Maximum likelihood approach and PMHT algorithm have been proposed [10] [11] [12] , which reduces the complexity. Various versions of the PMHT algorithm have been proposed like turbo PMHT, homothetic PMHT, deflationary PMHT, and augmented multimodel PMHT [13] [14] [15] . Different versions of PMHT described above do not incorporate changing target dynamic models for an arbitrary target trajectory, whereas the method proposed in this paper explicitly does so.
Model selection is another problem with target tracking. Using a single filter, it is difficult to track an arbitrary trajectory. The interacting multiple model (IMM) algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms for tracking maneuvering targets because of its relatively simple implementation and its ability to handle complicated dynamics. IMM filtering [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , which exploits multiple models, has been used successfully to track maneuvering and nonmaneuvering target simultaneously. It has been well established that in terms of tracking accuracy, the IMM algorithm performs significantly better for maneuvering targets than other types of filters (adaptive single model, input estimation, variable dimension, etc. [1] ). The performance comparison between a Kalman filter and the interacting multiple model estimator is carried out for single target tracking [22] , and it is reported that an IMM estimator is preferred over a Kalman filter to track the maneuvering target.
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RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we provide a solution to tracking multiple nonmaneuvering and maneuvering point targets in a sequence of infrared images by combining the PMHT and the IMM approaches [23] . In this combined approach, PMHT is first used to compute the measurement-to-target assignment probabilities and to update the target states for the current scan of measurements, where each target state consists of a collection of states, one for each model in the IMM. The IMM is then used to compute a combined state estimate and error covariance matrix for each target, and to predict forward to the next scan, the collection of states for each target based on a fixed transition probability matrix for the models in the IMM. In the current paper, we explicitly model maneuver as a change in target's motion model. Inclusion of IMM enables tracking of any arbitrary trajectory, and PMHT helps to avoid the uncertainty about the observation origin.
In our approach, only validated observations are used to calculate the observation centroid. Moreover, it uses only observation association as missing data, which simplifies E-step and M-step [24] and consequently, it reduces the complexity of the algorithm in comparison with augmented multimodel PMHT algorithm [15] . In the later case, both observation association and target association are treated as nuisance parameters or missing data, which increases the complexity of the algorithm as it requires to explore all the possible configuration of observation association and target association.
A formulation, where IMM is used with PMHT, has been investigated [25, 26] . It is important to note the basic differences between the proposed algorithm in this paper and the one discussed [25, 26] . First, our methodology which incorporates multiple models in the framework of PMHT is quite different from the one discussed [25, 26] . The IMM-PMHT algorithm [25, 26] is similar to the multimodel PMHT (MPMHT) [25, 26] except that the forwardbackward algorithm is replaced by the IMM. In the derivation of the algorithm, the key concern is how to apply the IMM to the Kalman smoother, since the IMM supports only a forward procedure (Kalman filter), and, therefore, the algorithm uses an approximation to obtain the backward probability transition matrix. In our approach, PMHT is first used to compute the measurement-to-target assignment probabilities and to update the target states for the current scan of measurements, where each target state consists of a collection of states, one for each model in the IMM. The IMM is then used to compute a combined state estimate and error covariance matrix for each target, and to predict, forward to the next scan, the collection of states for each target based on a fixed transition probability matrix for the models in the IMM. Second, [25, 26] in order to apply the IMM to the Kalman smoother, an assumption is made that the maneuver mode switching process is a Markov process when going backward, and the backward transition matrix is the same as the usual (forward) transition matrix. Thus, the IMM is done in the regular way except that filtering is replaced by smoothing. In our formulation, we have explicitly modeled maneuver as a change in target's motion model rather than modeling it as an increase in the level of pro- cess noise; and we clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of such a methodology in our application. Inclusion of IMM enables tracking of any arbitrary trajectory and PMHT helps to avoid the uncertainty about the observation origin. The flow chart of our proposed algorithm, as shown in Figure 1 , clearly explains our methodology. Finally, in our approach, only validated observations are used to calculate the observation centroid. Moreover, it uses only observation association as missing data, which simplifies E-step and M-step and consequently, it reduces the complexity of the algorithm in comparison with augmented multimodel PMHT algorithm. In [25, 26] , both observation association and target association are treated as nuisance parameters or missing data, which increases the complexity of the algorithm as it requires to explore all the possible configuration of observation association and target association.
For IMM, model probability is to be calculated, which is based on likelihood of the observation and hence needs an assignment of an observation to a target. Earlier IMM-NN, IMM-MHT, IMM-PDAF, and IMM-JPDA ( [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ) have been used for data assignment. Nevertheless, IMM-NN, IMM-MHT, and IMM-PDAF have the same disadvantages (mentioned earlier) of NN, MHT, and PDAF methods. To reduce the computations, PDA has been replaced by JPDA method with IMM filtering [31, 32] . As pointed out previously, with JPDA, also the complexity increases with the increase in the number of targets and observations.
In our proposed solution, we overcome the above problems by using PMHT approach to calculate the centroid of the observations. This centroid is then used to update the target's state and to evaluate model probabilities. It is important to note that it does not assign any particular observation to a track. To simplify discussions, our variant of the combination of PMHT and IMM discussed in this paper is named as PMHT + IMM.
PROPOSED PMHT + IMM ALGORITHM
In this section, the problem is described in multimodel framework to track arbitrary trajectories of multiple-point targets. The algorithm is divided into two major steps. In the first step, namely, PMHT step, which is based on PMHT algorithm [11] , the centroid of the current observation set is calculated for each target. The centroid of the observations is then used to evaluate model likelihood and to update the state for each model. It is followed by an IMM step, which updates the combined state estimate and model probability and predicts the state for the next time instant for each model. It is assumed that the target tracks are independent of each other. From one time instant to another time instant, from observation to observation and from assignment to assignment, independence is assumed. With these assumptions, PMHT algorithm, operating in batch mode [11] , can be used with only current set of observations. In the proposed algorithm, there is no need to smooth target state in batch mode, since all calculations are restricted to current time instant only, and consequently, this reduces the complexity of the algorithm.
Let Y and Φ denote the observation process and the state process, respectively. Y t is a set of all observation set for time t ≥ 1, where t is current time. Y t and Φ t represent the realization of the observation process and the state process at time t. The observation vector
represents the received observation vector, where N o is the number of observations received. Similarly,
Here, N t is the total number of targets at time instant t, Φ t (s) (1 ≤ s ≤ N t ) represents the combined state vector for target s, and φ m t (s) is the state vector of target s due to model m at time t, where 1 ≤ m ≤ M. M is the total number of models used to track that target. To overcome the uncertainty about the observation origin, an assignment process K is used, and K t is a set of all its realizations for time t ≥ 1. Its realization at time t is denoted by
where K t is an assignment vector and each element of vector k t ( j) = s indicates that target s produces observation j at time t. The observation to track assignment probability Π at time t is given by
Here, π t (s) indicates the probability that an observation originates from the target s. This probability is independent of the observation, that is,
It is assumed that one observation originates from one target or clutter, which leads to the following constraint on assignment probabilities:
Each element of assignment vector K t is independent, then the probability of the associated event is
Finally, the parameter is defined as
The assignment vector is treated as missing data and the observation vector as incomplete data, and these together form a complete data set X = (Y, K). With the incomplete data formulation, EM algorithm [35, 36] is preferred in obtaining the solution for maximum likelihood (ML) estimate or maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the target state. It consists of two steps: E-step and M-step. E-step evaluates the expectation of log-likelihood of complete data using current assignment probability and current state estimate of target. It estimates assignment probability as a by product. This estimate is used in M-step, which estimates the state of the target by maximizing the log-likelihood functional obtained in E-step.
The estimate of O = (Φ; Π) at time t is given by Bayes' rule:
where p(X t | X t−1 ) is a normalizing term, and using independence assumption for assignment vector from one time instant to another leads to
where Φ t−1 represents the previous estimate;
The previous estimate can be used as a priori knowledge. Then MAP estimate of O is given by
Two iterative steps are used to evaluate (12) and the description of the same follows.
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Here, the expectation of the log-likelihood of the completed data is evaluated. Basically, it is an evolution of conditional expectation of K t given the observation set Y t and the estimated value of O at pth iteration, O (p) ;
Independence assumption for each observation and assignment gives,
Substituting (5) and summing over all possible configurations of K t , (14) can be rewritten as
where
Here, z t (s, j) represents assignment weights for observation j and target s, and it is defined as
(2) Maximization (M-step)
Using the previous estimate of the state as a priori and the functional obtained in E-step, the estimate of the state is obtained by maximizing
with respect to π(s) and Φ(s), s = 1, . . . , N t , respectively. The value of Q(O | O (p) ) can be substituted from (15) and the second term of (17) can be written as 
, it is given by standard Kalman equations that
where v t represents process noise having covariance Q p . The observation y t ( j) is given by
where n t is an observation noise, assumed to be Gaussian having covariance R. Now, we describe the PMHT + IMM algorithm with the help of the above formulation. The flow chart for the proposed algorithm using two models for IMM is shown in Figure 1 . As the current set of observation Y t becomes available, the following two steps are performed at time instant t. The observation set Y t is validated using combined state prediction Φ t|t−1 for a given target. PMHT step is evaluated for each target, and for each model of a given target, sequentially. After completion of PMHT step for each target, IMM step is executed.
In the PMHT step, the assignment probabilities and centroid of observations are calculated. These are used by IMM step to update and predict the target state.
(1) PMHT step (PMHT model block in Figure 1 ). 
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(iv) Calculate the effective observation noise covariance matrix:
(v) State and state covariance updates:
likelihood of model 1 : (a) Model probability update (model probability update block in Figure 1 ): for each model m = 1, . . . , M, calculate the model probability using
(b) Combined state and state covariance updates (combined state estimate block in Figure 1 ):
(c) For each model m = 1, . . . , M, calculate the following.
(i) Model-conditional initialization (mixing) (mixing block in Figure 1 ):
1 Note: likelihood of a model is calculated during the first iteration only for given model and target.
Here ξ im is the transition probability. (ii) State and state covariance prediction (time update model block in Figure 1) :
(d) Combined state and state covariance prediction:
The transition probability is initialized as Ξ = 0.998 0.001 0.001 0.998 (33) and initial model probability is set to μ = {0.5 0.5}. Initial model probability for both models is set equally. These parameters are chosen based on the study reported in the literature and our exhaustive experimental investigations. The transition probability matrix is initialized based on the following observation. The diagonal entries of the probability matrix are related to the individual target dynamic models used for tracking. Generally, the target dynamics is consistent and therefore, it has a high probability that it will remain in the same state. So, these diagonal entries are initially set to high values. The nondiagonal entries represent the probabilities of switching between different dynamic models associated with a target. In general, there is a low probability that the target dynamics will change its state, that is, it will switch from one target dynamic model to another, and consequently, the nondiagonal entries are initially set to low values. Similarly, the model probabilities are also initialized with equal probabilities. But, during the execution of algorithm the model probabilities are updated automatically.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Synthetic IR images were generated using real-time temperature data [37] . Intensity at different points in images is a function of temperature, surface properties, and other environmental factors. Based on exhaustive empirical study, we have validated the close resemblance between synthetic IR images and real IR images in airborne applications. Due to the classified nature of the real IR images which we used for our investigation, we are limited here to present our results only for synthetic IR images. For simulation, the generated frame size is 1024 × 256 with a large target movement of ±20 pixels per frame. Many video clips are simulated with different types of trajectories to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Two sets of clips have been generated: (i) the first clip set consisting of maneuvering trajectories is generated using B-splines, and it is quite important to note that these generated trajectories do not follow any specific model; (ii) for the second clip set, mixed trajectories are generated using constant acceleration model for non-maneuvering trajectories and cosine and sine functions for nonlinear (maneuvering) trajectories. The second case allows one to generate trajectories with known models and known set of parameters to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The nonlinear function gives x and y positions of the target at each time t. Extensive simulations have been done and simulation results for a few of the clips from these two different sets are described here. It is assumed that each input clip is processed with the target detection algorithm described in [38, 39] . At each time instant, the output from the detection module is treated as the observation set. As the tracking is done in an image clip, the observation consists of x and y positions only. For our case, t is discrete and also represents the frame number in an image clip. In general, the nonlinear functions are of the following forms:
where tri fun may be cosine or sine function α takes value less than 1.0, and w is in radians. Different values for the noise covariances are used: (i) for the process and the observation to generate trajectories and (ii) for the models used in tracking. This facilitates the simulation of mismatch models, and thereby providing realistic trajectories to evaluate different tracking algorithms. For generating the nonmaneuvering and maneuvering trajectories, the process noise variance and observation noise variance for the position are set to 5.0 and 2.0. The process noise variance value, for both the velocity and the acceleration of the target in case of nonmaneuvering trajectories, is set to 0.001. In our simulations, we have used constant acceleration (CA) and Singer's maneuver model [40] (SMM) for IMM. Both models have six state parameters, namely, position, velocity, and acceleration for x and y. For tracking purposes, in our simulations, the model observation noise variance for the position is set to 9.0 for both models. For all trajectories, the tracking filters are initialized using positions of the targets in the first two frames.
First, we have experimented with only CA (CA-PMHT) and only SMM (SMM-PMHT) algorithms, that is, approach proposed [14] for batch mode length set to 1, for different trajectories in IR clips. Figure 2 represents the tracked trajectories in an IR image clip using one particular type of model, that is, SMM. It shows a crossover of trajectories and fails to track the targets. Figure 3 depicts the failure of CA model to track a target. But our proposed PMHT + IMM method is able to track the target for these IR clips as shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In Figures 2-9 , the real trajectory is shown with a solid line, whereas the predicted trajectory is shown using a dotted line.
Figures 6 and 7 present results for target tracking in clutter using the proposed method. It is important to note that for the same IR clips, both CA-PMHT and SMM-PMHT fail to track the targets simultaneously. Figure 8 represents the variation with time in the likelihood of a model and consecutively the model probability, for different trajectories for the clip ir50 with 0.03% clutter, respectively. Actually, it depicts the likelihood of a model for a given target and matches with the result obtained for ir50 clip in Figure 7 . These results lead to a conclusion that using our proposed PMHT + IMM algorithm, it is possible to track arbitrary trajectories. Figure 9 represents the result of the proposed tracking algorithm for clip in31 2, which contains 6 targets. Using the proposed PMHT + IMM approach, mean error in position is depicted in Table 1 . Table 1 (a) compares the results obtained using PMHT with only CA (CA-PMHT) and only SMM (SMM-PMHT) algorithms, that is, approach proposed [14] for batch mode length set to 1, for different trajectories in different infrared image clips. We have also tested the proposed algorithm to track multiple-point target in image clips with different clutter levels. For all trajectories, filters are initialized using positions of the targets in the first two frames. For example, 0.02% clutter level in an image frame represents 0.02% number of pixels of the total pixels in an image to be noisy. "Traj." indicates trajectory number in an image clip. In Table 1 , PMHT + IMM represents combined mean error in a position.
For clips ir49 and ir50 in Table 1 (a), mean error in position using SMM-PMHT approach [14] is less compared to that of using PMHT + IMM approach. Such a result is expected if only one particular model represents the trajectory quite accurately. For clips ir44 and ir50 in Table 1 (a) and ir44, ir49, and ir50 in Table 1 (b) with different clutter level, only PMHT + IMM method is able to track both trajectories simultaneously. Therefore, in a scenario where there is no a priori information available about the model for a trajectory, we advocate that the most preferred approach is PMHT + IMM.
Results of the investigations reported [25, 26] indicate that the performance of homothetic (multiple model) PMHT is better than the version of IMM-PMHT discussed [25, 26] . Therefore, we have also experimented using homothetic (multiple model) PMHT [25, 26] for batch mode length set to 1. From the results of our investigation, it is observed that by using maneuvering models based on different process noise covariance values only, it is difficult to track multiple arbitrary trajectories. These results are depicted in Figures 10 and 11 for clip n16. In the first case, we used two constant acceleration models with different noise covariance values, and it fails to track all the targets simultaneously ( Figure 10 ). Whereas in the second case, we used two Singer's models with different noise covariance values and again it fails to track all the targets in the clip. But our proposed approach, namely, PMHT + IMM, is able to track all the targets successfully which are depicted in Figure 12 . From the results of this investigation, a reasonable conclusion is that it is not sufficient to model maneuver as a change in the process noise alone, and that improved performance can be obtained on inclusion of the change in target's motion model. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed algorithm, we have experimented with a large number of targets, that is, 40 targets in a clip. Figure 13 represents the tracking results for one such clip, namely, ip24 clip. From Figure 13 , it is clear that our proposed algorithm is also effective in tracking all the targets successfully in a dense environment, that is, in the presence of a large number of targets. It is also important to note that the parameters for the tracking filters are set to the same value as those set for the clips with few targets. These parameters are process noise variance, observation noise variance and validation gate of size 28 × 28, and so forth. It is obvious that with such a large validation gate and a large number of targets, the data association problem is very crucial and needs an efficient algorithm. The proposed algorithm performs data association successfully with this set of values. We have performed exhaustive empirical study for a large number of clips with 40 targets. Due to space limitation, it is not possible to include them in the manuscript. We also performed Monte Carlo simulations with a different set of trajectory sets to evaluate the performance of the proposed PMHT + IMM algorithm. Fifty simulations are performed for a given set of trajectories. The process noise covariance and observation noise covariance are set to 0.2 and 2.0, respectively, for trajectory generation. The number of clutter is assumed to be Poisson distributed. The size of clutter window is 10 × 10 around the actual observed target position. The average number of clutter that falls inside the clutter window is set to 1.
For one of the trajectory sets, the details are as follows. The trajectory set consists of three trajectories. (a) The first is a constant acceleration trajectory with initial position, velocity, and acceleration set to (70, 70), (20, 3) , and (0.5, 0.5), and it exists for 22 frames. (b) The second trajectory is generated using constant velocity model and exists for 30 frames. The initial X-Y position and velocity are set to (70, 200) and (20, -3) . (c) The third trajectory is of "MIX" type and exists for 70 frames. The initial position and velocity are set to (30, 30) and (10, 1) . The target travels with constant velocity from frame 1 to frame 15. It takes three turns: (i) 15
• per second from frame 16 to frame 27, (ii) −15 • per second from frame 36 to 47, and (iii) 12
• per second from frame 58 to frame 68. Then, the target has acceleration of (0.02, 0.02) in X-Y. The true trajectory plot is shown in Figure 14 . The prediction and estimation error plot for the third trajectory (MIX type) are depicted in Figures 16 and 15 .
To test the bias of the state estimate, we follow the statistical method described in [41] . For this, an estimation error for each component of the state vector is tested individually. Under the hypothesis that the state estimation is unbiased, and assuming that the error is normally distributed each component, indexed by subscript j, is also normally distributed:
where Φ j t|t is an estimation error in jth component of the state vector. Each component of the state error is divided by its standard deviation which makes it (under ideal conditions) N (0, 1), which is also evident from Figure 15 .
CONCLUSION
Results of our investigation clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of combining PMHT with IMM for the tracking of multiple single-pixel maneuvering targets in sequences of infrared images in a dense cluttered environment. We also conclude that modeling maneuver as a change in targets' motion model could provide enhanced performance compared to modeling it as an increase in the level of process noise. From the simulation results, it is also concluded that the developed method combining PMHT and IMM, with the inclusion of IMM based on only two filters, namely, CA and SMM, performs very well in the application discussed in this paper. The proposed algorithm uses the centroid of observations for state update and prediction. It avoids implicit observation to track assignment and hence there is no ambiguity about the origin of an observation, thereby resolving data association problem. Moreover, the proposed approach is able to track an arbitrary trajectory by incorporating multiple target dynamic models, in the presence of the dense clutter without using any a priori information about the target dynamics.
APPENDIX
Optimal estimate for Φ (A.4) 
